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Abstract. On 26 January 2001, the Cluster spacecraft detected high-speed plasma jets at multiple crossings of the
high-latitude duskside magnetopause (MP) and boundary
layer (BL) over a period of more than 2 h. The 4 spacecraft
combined spent more than half of this time in the MP/BL
and jets were observed whenever a spacecraft was in the MP.
These observations were made under steady southward and
dawnward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions.
The magnetic shear across the local MP was ∼100◦ and β∼1
in the adjacent magnetosheath. The jet velocity is in remarkable agreement with reconnection prediction throughout the
entire interval, except for one crossing that had no ion measurements inside the current layer. The flow speed measured
in the deHoffmann Teller frame is 90% of the Alfvén speed
on average for the 10 complete MP current layer crossings
that are resolved by the ion measurements. These findings
strongly suggest that reconnection was continuously active
for more than two hours. The jets were directed persistently
in the same northward and anti-sunward direction, implying
that the X-line was always below the spacecraft. This feature is inconsistent with patchy and random reconnection or
convecting multiple X-lines. The majority of MP/BL crossings in this two-hour interval were partial crossings, implying that they are caused by bulges sliding along the MP, not
by inward-outward motion of a uniformly thin MP/BL. The
presence of the bulges suggests that, although reconnection
is continuously active under steady IMF conditions, its rate
may be modulated. The present investigation also reveals
that (1) the predicted ion D-shaped distributions are absent
in all reconnection jets on this day, (2) the electric field fluctuations are larger in the reconnecting MP than in the magnetosheath proper, but their amplitudes never exceed 20 mV/m,
(3) the ion-electron differential motion is ∼20 km/s for the
Correspondence to: T. D. Phan
(phan@ssl.berkeley.edu)

observed MP current density of ∼50 nA/m2 (deduced from
∇×B), thus inconsequential for the deHoffmann-Teller and
Walén analyses, (4) flows in an isolated flux transfer event
(FTE) are directed in the same direction as the MP jets and
satisfy the Walén relation, suggesting that this FTE is also
generated by reconnection. Finally, the present event cannot
be used to evaluate the validity of component or anti-parallel
merging models because, although the magnetic shear at the
local MP was ∼100◦ (180◦ ), the X-line may be located
more than 9 RE away (in the opposite hemisphere), where
the shear could be substantially different.
Key words. Magnetospheric physics (magnetopause, cusp,
and boundary layers; solar wind-magnetosphere interactions) – Space plasma physics (magnetic reconnection)
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Introduction

Magnetic reconnection is a dominant process that allows the
solar wind to cross the magnetopause (MP) and to enter the
magnetosphere (e.g. Cowley, 1984). While single-spacecraft
measurements have provided ample in-situ evidence for the
occurrence of reconnection at the MP (e.g. Paschmann et
al., 1979, 1986; Sonnerup et al., 1981; Gosling et al., 1991;
Smith and Rodgers, 1991; Fuselier et al., 1991; Onsager et
al., 2001; Avanov et al., 2001; Mozer et al., 2002), little is
known about the large-scale spatial and temporal nature of
reconnection from single-point in-situ observations. For example, it is not known whether reconnection at the MP is
intrinsically intermittent or continuous. As the name implies, intermittent reconnection turns on and off. In contrast, continuous reconnection can have variable rates but
never ceases. When the rate is nearly constant, the process is
termed quasi-steady.
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Here we report multi-spacecraft observations of reconnection jets at the MP that would indicate continuous reconnection for more than two hours under steady IMF conditions.
The investigation of reconnection under steady conditions is
important because it reveals the fundamental nature of reconnection without the contaminations and complications resulting from rapid variations of the boundary conditions surrounding the MP.
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Recently, remote sensing methods using radar (e.g. Pinnock et al., 2003) and proton aurora images (e.g. Frey et
al., 2003) have provided indirect evidence for continuous reconnection lasting many hours. These are powerful tools to
remotely monitor the large-scale behavior of reconnection.
However, the interpretations based on remote sensing methods need to be confirmed by in-situ measurements at the MP.

Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 the
spacecraft orbit and the data sets used are briefly described.
The observations are described in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we compare the jet velocity with the expectation from reconnection
in 3 different ways to demonstrate the robustness of the results. We discuss the implications of the observations and of
the Walén test results in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6 we summarize the
observations and interpretations. Some aspects of this event
have been shown by Bosqued et al. (2001).

Figure 1. Cluster orbits at the high-latitude dusk flank MP.
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Frequent observations at the Earth’s MP of flux transfer
events (FTE) (Russell and Elphic, 1978), poleward moving auroral forms (e.g. Farrugia et al., 1998) or steps in the
ion dispersion signatures seen in the magnetospheric cusps
at low-altitudes (e.g. Lockwood et al., 2003) have been interpreted as signatures of intermittent reconnection. However, many of these studies were not strictly confined to
steady solar wind conditions. Thus, the fundamental question is whether reconnection is always intermittent, even under steady boundary conditions.
There have been attempts to deduce the steadiness of reconnection based on in-situ MP observations. Repeated encounters of reconnection jets at multiple MP crossings have
been interpreted as evidence for continuous reconnection
(e.g. Gosling et al., 1982; Phan et al., 2000). However, because signatures of reconnection are localized in the thin MP,
they can be observed only for a short time when a spacecraft
crosses the layer. Typical crossing times are only a few minutes and the crossings are often far apart in time. Therefore,
one could never be sure whether reconnection had actually
stopped in between successive MP crossings.

(CIS) (Reme et al., 2001), magnetic field (FGM) (Balogh
et al., 2001) and electric field (EFW) (Gustafsson et al.,
2001) experiments. The CIS experiments obtain full threedimensional ion distributions with high-time resolution (one
4-s spacecraft spin) and with mass-per-charge composition
determination. CIS comprises of two different instruments, a
Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) (with energies from 5 eV to 32 keV)
and a time-of-flight ion Composition Distribution Function
(CODIF) analyzer (with energies from 20 eV to 38 keV).
CODIF provides information on the presence of He+ , He++ ,
and O+ . The CIS instruments are operative on only 3 of the
Cluster spacecraft. The magnetic field is measured at much
higher rates but for the present investigation spin-average
(4 s) data will be used. The electric field for this event was
measured at 25 samples/s. Solar wind parameters are obtained by the ACE spacecraft. Level 2 data from the ACE
science center website are used.
The Cluster-II orbits are highly elongated polar orbits with
apogee at ∼19.6 RE and perigee at ∼4 RE . On 26 January
2001, the separation distances between the spacecraft was
∼650 km. The series of MP crossings described in this paper
occurred at ∼16 MLT, radial distance of ∼13 RE , and magnetic latitude of 46◦ , or ∼9.5 RE above the magnetic equator
(see Fig. 1).
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Figure 2. Panels a-n display measurements in the magnetosphere/MP/magnetosheath from Cluster spacecraft 1
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Figure 2 shows the Cluster outbound pass through the highlatitude (46◦ ) dusk flank (16 MLT) MP that occurred on 26
January 2001. As the spacecraft went from the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath, they encountered the MP current layer and boundary layer (BL) multiple times over a
period of more than 2 h (from 09:10 UT to 11:30 UT). The
MP current layer is identified by the large field rotation from
its southward (Bz <0) to its northward (Bz >0) orientation
(Fig. 2a). The BL is the intermediate density (Fig. 2e) and
temperature (Fig. 2h) region earthward of the MP current
layer. As will be discussed in more detail later, the BL region
could be the slow-mode expansion fan region (earthward of
the rotational discontinuity) of the reconnection layer in this
high magnetic shear and asymmetric reconnection situation
(Levy et al., 1964).
During the first part of this 2-hour interval (09:10 UT–
10:30 UT), with the exception of two complete crossings
from the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath at 09:15 and
09:18 UT, all the other crossings were partial crossings into
the inner part of the BL from the magnetosphere. During
these excursions, the spacecraft did not encounter the MP
current layer nor exit into the magnetosheath (Fig. 2a). This
is evidenced by the fact that the spacecraft encountered only
the intermediate density and temperature region – the BL –
without crossing the field rotation region. After 10:30 UT
it is the other way around. With the exception of the complete MP/BL crossing at 11:00 UT, when the density reached
the low magnetospheric value, all other crossings observed
field rotations associated with the MP current layer but the
spacecraft never reached the low-density (<1 cm−3 ) magnetosphere. These are thus complete crossings of the current
layer but partial entries into the BL.

2 h, would not be consistent with the simple inward-outward
motion of a uniformly thin MP. This finding implies instead
that the MP/BL crossings are caused by bulges convecting
along the MP and that these structures bulge toward both
the magnetosphere and the magnetosheath (see Fig. 3). In
Sect. 5.2 we suggest that these bulges could be the result of
variable reconnection rates.
The solar wind density and temperature were steady during this 2-h interval (not shown). The IMF was slowly
varying from 9:00 UT to 10:00 UT, and became remarkably
steady from 10:00 to 11:40 UT (Fig. 2 o). The IMF Bz and
By were both negative during the entire pass, with By being
the dominant component after 10:00 UT. IMF Bx is approximately 0 throughout. Thus, the magnetic shear (Fig. 2b) was
∼140◦ at the 09:15 and 09:18 UT MP and became smaller
(∼100◦ ) and remained at this value after 10:00 UT.
One striking feature of this MP pass is the persistent presence of high-speed plasma jets at the MP detected by all
spacecraft over the entire 2-h interval (Fig. 2k–m). The
flow speed enhancements across the MP (relative to the magnetosheath flows) are slightly more than 200 km/s. The
instances where the flow speed drops to below the magnetosheath value correspond to times when the spacecraft
reached the inner BL or the magnetosphere proper. To illustrate this point further, Fig. 4 shows a scatter plot of the
flow speed as a function of the density for the 2.5-h interval plotted in Fig. 2. The figure shows that the flows in
the MP/BL, where the density is intermediate between magnetosheath and magnetosphere values, say between 10 and
2 cm−3 , is enhanced compared to the magnetosheath flows.
The fact that the flow speed never falls below the magnetosheath value throughout this density range indicates that
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the plasma jets were detected at all crossings with available
measurements inside the MP/outer BL. If jets were absent at
some MP/outer BL, there would have been data points below
200 km/s in the 2–10 cm−3 density range. Note that this flow
speed versus density profile is in stark contrast to the monotonic decrease of the flow speed with decreasing density for
the low-shear MP when reconnection is not occurring at the
local MP (e.g. Paschmann et al., 1993; Phan et al., 1997).
Figure 2j shows that the flow enhancements are persistently in the same direction, northward (1vz >0) and tailward
(1vx <0) for all MP crossings.
Figures 2f–g show the presence of high-energy (3–30 keV)
O+ of magnetospheric origin in every jet. The O+ are absent
in the magnetosheath proper (after 11:35 UT). The presence
of O+ in the jets would be consistent with this region being
on open field lines (and connected to the magnetospheric O+
source). The O+ density in the jets (∼0.2–0.3 cm−3 ) is similar to that in the magnetosphere, which suggests further that
the field lines are newly opened – i.e. reconnection is active.
The 0.2–0.3 cm−3 O+ density represents ∼2% of total ion
number density of the magnetosheath.
Figure 2n shows high-resolution (25 samples/s) electric
field data. The electric field amplitudes (based on the measured x and y components) in the jets are slightly larger than
in the magnetosheath proper, but never exceeded 20 mV/m.
The MP current density is typically ∼50 nA/m2 (Fig. 2c).
The current density is computed from ∇×B using magnetic
field measurements from all 4 spacecraft (Dunlop et al.,
2002).
Finally, besides the MP crossings, there were two isolated encounters with flux transfer events (FTE) at 11:30 and
12:10 UT (not shown), together with a train of smaller amplitude FTEs (11:05–11:25 UT). The key FTE signature is
bipolar BN (Russell and Elphic, 1978). The magnetic field
strength of the 11:30 UT FTE is strongly enhanced (>50 nT).
The flow jets in this FTE are directed in the same direction
as jets at the MP. This large FTE event has been discussed in
more detail in terms of its structures by Bosqued et al. (2001).
In what follows we will first show that the plasma jets at
the MP/BL are consistent with reconnection. We then discuss the implications of our observations for continuous reconnection and for the structure of the MP.

4

Shear-stress balance tests

According to magnetohydrodynamic models of reconnection
at the dayside MP involving high density plasma on the magnetosheath side and low density on the magnetospheric side,
the reconnecting MP can be described as a rotational discontinuity (RD) (Levy et al., 1964). Across this discontinuity,
the solar wind plasma is accelerated by the magnetic field
tension force from the magnetic kink resulting from the linkage between magnetosheath and magnetospheric fields. Thus
in 1-D, steady-state MP reconnection, the flow acceleration
is predicted to be precisely Alfvénic.
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In this section, we perform the shear-stress balance tests
(e.g. Paschmann et al., 1986; Sonnerup et al., 1987) to examine the occurrence of Alfvénic flow acceleration at each of
the MP encounters. It is emphasized that this test should be
performed across the full magnetic field rotation at the MP
in order to examine the presence of a large standing Alfvén
wave (the rotational discontinuity) at the MP, which implies
magnetic connectivity between the two plasmas on the two
sides of the MP. Analyses on small amplitude variations of
the field on either side of the MP would only reveal the presence of small ripples on the MP and not reconnection. The
results of our qualitative (Sect. 4.1) as well as quantitative
(Sects 4.2 and 4.3) analyses confirm to high precision that the
RD (presumably associated with reconnection) is the source
of the jets described in Sect. 3.
4.1

Qualitative assessment of the Alfvénic nature of jets

First, one can perform a simple test to see whether the
flow change across the MP is consistent with the predicted
change according to the rotational discontinuity relation
1v∼±1B(µ0 ρsheath )−1/2 , where the positive or negative
sign of this relation depends on whether the observation point
is north or south of the reconnection site. The pressure
anisotropy effect (included in the more quantitative analyses below) is omitted here for simplicity. From Figs. 2a and
2j, one can see that the changes in the flow components are
correlated (in phase) with the field change (1Bx and 1vx
are both negative and 1vz and 1Bz are positive). The y
components of the flow and magnetic field do not vary much
across the MP since they are roughly along the MP normal.
The 1Bz across the MP is of the order of 28 nT (−8 nT in
the magnetosheath and 20 nT in the magnetosphere). With
a magnetosheath density of ∼13 cm−3 , the predicted change
of the z component of the Alfvén velocity across the MP is
∼170 km/s. This is comparable to the measured Vz change of
160 km/s (100 km/s in magnetosheath and 260 km/s in MP).
For the x component, the predicted flow change based on
a 1Bx of 29 nT (–19 nT in sheath and 10 nT in sphere) is
175 km/s, again comparable to the observed flow change of
170 km/s (−150 in magnetosheath and −320 in MP). The
persistent positive correlation (as opposed to sometimes anticorrelation) between 1v and 1B, as well as the positive vz
and negative vx enhancements, indicate that the normal magnetic field (BN ) points earthward and the X-line is southward
and sunward of the spacecraft at all times.
4.2

Predicted and observed time series of jets based on a
single magnetosheath reference point

Figure 5 shows a more quantitative assessment of the agreement between predicted and observed flows for the 10:10–
11:40 UT interval – which encompasses more than 10 partial
or complete MP crossings and an FTE (at 11:30 UT). The
predicted velocities are computed based on a single reference magnetosheath time (10:41 UT) marked by the dashed
line. The flow prediction is based on the local magnetic
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field measurements and the reference velocity and field
values: 1vpredicted = v2t -v1t =+(1-α1 )1/2 (µ0 ρ1 )−1/2 [B2t (1α2 )/(1-α1 )-B1t ] (Hudson, 1970; Paschmann et al., 1986).
The positive sign was chosen based on the observed positive correlation between 1v and 1B at the MP. Subscript
“1” denotes the reference time and “2” denotes the prediction
for all other times. The pressure anisotropy factor is α (p|| p⊥ )µ0 /B2 , where p|| and p⊥ are the plasma pressures parallel
and perpendicular to B. Figures 5a and b show the (roughly)
tangential vx and vz components (vy being approximately
normal to the MP) of the predicted (red) and observed (black)
flows.
The agreement between predicted and observed flows
is remarkable, even for crossings that are far (more than
30 min) from the reference time. The FTE flows also agree
with the prediction. It is immediately clear from this comparison that all but one complete crossing (at 11:00 UT) in
this interval observed reconnection jets at or very close to
the predicted Alfvén velocity. Disagreement with prediction
at other times occurred when the spacecraft are either in the
inner part of the BL (and no longer in or near the RD) or in
the magnetosphere.
To illustrate this point further, Figures 5c-d show the
comparison for measurements that have density >7 cm−3
(roughly half of the magnetosheath density). This condi-

tion ensures that the comparison is made only across the RD
(Phan et al., 2001). With this density threshold the agreement is excellent throughout, including the MP at 11:00 UT
and the FTE at 11:30 UT. Thus, the complete MP crossing at
11:00 UT, where jets were not observed, turned out to be a
case where the crossing was too fast and hence no ion measurements were made within the MP. Thus, this analysis indicates that reconnection jets were detected at all MP crossings
that are resolved by the ion measurements. It also demonstrates the robustness of the conclusion since the analysis is
not sensitive to where the magnetosheath reference time is
selected. Note that this analysis on a long stretch of data
based on a single reference point is possible only because of
the extreme steadiness of the IMF.
4.3

Shear-stress balance test in the deHoffmann-Teller
frame (Walén test)

In this section we perform the Walén test in the deHoffmannTeller (HT) frame to assess quantitatively the level of agreement between reconnection prediction of the presence of an
RD at the MP (Levy et al., 1964) and the observed flow acceleration. The result of this analysis has been shown by
Bosqued et al. (2001) for one MP crossing and for the FTE at
11:30 UT. Here we show the results for all complete or nearcomplete MP crossings which occurred between 10:25 and
11:40 UT. The crossings before this time are mostly partial
BL crossings from the magnetosphere where the MP current
layer is not encountered. The Walén test cannot be performed
on such events, although the similarity in the plasma flow direction and speed before and after 10:30 UT suggest that the
jets are caused by the same mechanism.
In what follows we will first briefly describe the Walén test
procedure. We will then illustrate the method and the findings with two MP events, the FTE at 11:30 UT, and a train
of small amplitude FTEs. Table 1 summarizes the results of
the analysis of the 16 MP and FTE events. The method employed here was developed by Sonnerup et al. (1987). Phan
et al. (2001) discussed the appropriate data interval to be used
in such an analysis.
For a rotational discontinuity at the MP (Levy et al., 1964),
the reconnection flow is Alfvénic in the deHoffmann-Teller
(HT) frame of reference and follows the Walén relation (Sonnerup et al., 1987):
v − VH T = ±(1 − α)B[µ0 ρ1 (1 − α1 )]−1/2 ,

(1)

where VH T is the deHoffmann-Teller velocity.
The existence of a finite BN at the MP requires field lines
on both sides of the MP to move together. In this scenario
there must be a reference frame (the HT frame) which slides
along the MP with the field-line velocity. In this frame, the
convective electric field vanishes (Ec = -v×B= 0), i.e. the
flows are field aligned on the two sides of the MP.
In practice, the HT frame for a set of plasma and field measurements across the MP can be found as the reference frame
in which the mean square of the convective electric field,
D=<|(v-VH T )×B|2 >, is as small as possible (Sonnerup et
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Table 1. Summary or HT and Walén analyses on complete MP current layer crossings and FTEs.
Table 1. Summary or HT and Walén analyses on complete MP current layer crossings and FTEs
event
MP interval
HT
HT
D/D0
VHT, GSE
Walen Walen Ni,sheath
slope
R
slope
R
Magnetopause
1

10:29:12-10:32:48

1.01 0.97

0.014

(-276,123,159)

0.90

0.96

13.4

162

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

10:33:00-10:35:45
10:35:30-10:41:28
10:41:40-10:43:58
10:45:32-10:48:33
10:48:00-10:50:49
10:50:36-10:52:32
10:52:30-10:55:20
10:54:56-10:56:00
10:59:10-11:00:10
11:02:48-11:04:24

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01
1.03
1.00

0.96
0.95
0.98
0.95
0.97
0.95
0.95
0.94
0.87
0.99

0.024
0.022
0.015
0.023
0.018
0.024
0.028
0.026
0.048
0.008

(-274,126,170)
(-241,128,156)
(-256,127,159)
(-256,144,168)
(-243,122,158)
(-248,137,168)
(-224,112,140)
(-254,136,169)
(-146, 55,105)
(-240,161,159)

0.96
0.96
0.91
0.96
0.73
0.98
0.64
0.98
0.01
0.88

0.96
0.96
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.96
0.92
0.94
0.03
0.99

13.4
14.4
14.4
12.7
12.7
13.1
13.1
12.1
12.1
11.8

126
267
105
135
126
87
126
48
45
72

FTE
12
13
14
15
16

11:07:50-11:27:00
11:30:34-11:31:04
11:31:40-11:33:00
12:08:48-12:09:40
12:10:04-12:11:09

1.02
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.00

0.96
1.00
0.97
0.99
1.00

0.029
0.004
0.026
0.005
0.007

(-231,141,143)
(-267,184,109)
(-226,157,157)
(-203,169,122)
(-209,161,117)

0.84
0.92
1.00
0.94
0.97

0.98
0.97
0.98
1.00
0.99

15.3
17.2
17.2
18.8
18.8

861
24
60
39
51

al., 1987; Khrabrov and Sonnerup, 1998). The angle bracket
<...> denotes an average of an enclosed quantity over a set
of measurements. The velocity v for which D(v) is a minimum is the deHoffmann-Teller velocity, VH T . The ratio
D/D0 , where D0 =<|(v×B|2 >, is used as a measure of the
quality of the HT frame. For a good HT frame D/D0 should
be small (1) (Sonnerup et al., 1987).
4.3.1

Individual examples

Figure 6 shows the scatter plots of each GSE x, y, z component of the flow velocity in the HT frame versus the Alfvén
velocity for two consecutive MP crossings (crossings 2 and
3 in Figs. 5a and f), an isolated FTE (crossing 14) and a train
of small FTEs (crossing 12). Details of the results are given
in Table 1. All 4 events have a good HT frame, indicated by
their slopes and correlation coefficients being close to unity
and D/D0 <0.03.
For the two MP crossings (panels (a) and (b)), the flow
speed in the HT frame is 96% of the Alfvén speed for both
events, and the correlation coefficient, R, is 0.96 for both
events as well. The positive slopes of the regression lines
imply that the normal magnetic field points earthward (i.e.
BN <0), consistent with the X-line being below the spacecraft.
For the isolated FTE and the FTE train, the flow in the HT
frame is 100% and 84% of the Alfvén speed, respectively,
with an excellent correlation coefficient of 0.98 for both.
4.3.2

#
data

Analysis on all complete MP current layer crossings
and FTEs

Table 1 summarizes the results of the analyses on all MP
current layer crossings and FTEs after 10:25 UT. The crossing numbers and the MP intervals in the table are marked
in Figs. 5a and f (except for crossings 15 and 16 which are

not shown). With the exception of Crossing 10, which was
shown in Sect. 4.2 to be a rapid crossing of the MP with
no ion measurements in the MP, the Walén relation is well
satisfied. Good deHoffmann-Teller frames are found for all
events (slope and correlation coefficient are close to unity,
and D/D0 1). The flow speed in the HT frame is 90% of
the Alfvén speed, on average, for the 10 MP events and the
correlation coefficient R between the two quantities is, on
average, 0.95, indicating that both the speed and direction
of the observed flows are in close agreement with the prediction, despite the fact that the analysis assumes 1-D MP
structures and the Cluster/HIA ion moments are computed
with the assumption that all ions are H+ .
For the FTE at 11:30 UT, Bosqued et al. (2001) obtained
a Walén slope of 0.87. Their analysis interval included both
the entry and exit of the FTE. If one divides the interval into
inbound and outbound intervals, one obtains Walén slopes of
1.0 and 0.92 for the inbound and outbound intervals, respectively, i.e. the Walén relation is better satisfied.
Although the series of FTE (crossing 12) satisfy the Walén
relation reasonably well, these are not
22 complete crossings of
the MP, thus the significance of the result is uncertain.
4.4

Summary of Walén analyses

We first demonstrated in a qualitative sense the Alfvénic nature of the jets, followed by two quantitative analyses. The
Walén analysis in the HT frame is the most rigorous of the
three methods and provides a quantitative measure of the
agreement between prediction and observation, but its result
could be somewhat sensitive to the exact data interval chosen (Phan et al., 2001). On the other hand, the success of the
remarkably simple time series prediction in Sect. 4.2, based
on a single reference point, has demonstrated the robustness
of the conclusion that the enhanced flows at the MP and the
FTE at 11:30 UT are produced by reconnection.
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the possibility that reconnection ceases when the spacecraft
is not in the MP. In other words, the onset of reconnection
could conceivably cause the MP to move, resulting in a crossing. With a single spacecraft one could never be sure. But
with the multi-spacecraft following each other through the
MP one could investigate whether reconnection signatures
were detected by all spacecraft crossing the MP consecutively and therefore rule out the possibility that reconnection
stops when a spacecraft leaves the MP. The multi-spacecraft
measurements would also extend the total spacecraft residence time in the MP.
Figure 7 shows the velocity traces from spacecraft 1, 3,
and 4 and magnetic field traces from all 4 spacecraft. The
configuration of the spacecraft on this day is such that spacecraft 1, 2, and 3 are in the same plane tangential to the MP
and spacecraft 4 is closer to the Earth (see Fig. 1). Thus,
traces from spacecraft 1, 2, and 3 are nearly identical, while
spacecraft 4 provides the separation along the MP normal.
Jets are detected by the spacecraft residing in the MP even
when the others are outside (see, for example, 10:39, 10:48
and 10:56 UT). If we combine the jet observations from all
3 spacecraft, we find that for more than half of the time during this 2-h interval, at least one spacecraft was in the MP
and detected jets. Ideally, one would like to have at least one
spacecraft in the MP at any given time so that the MP can be
monitored continuously, which is not possible with a limited
number of spacecraft. Thus, the most conservative conclusion from the observations presented here is that reconnection occurs at least 50% of the time in this 2-h interval. In
reality the percentage is likely to be closer to 100%, since the
jets are seen at every MP crossing by all spacecraft (except
the rapid crossing at 11:00 UT where no ion measurements
were made in the MP/outer BL).
It should be emphasized that the continuous detection of
Alfvénic reconnection jets does not imply that reconnection
proceeds at a steady rate. The jet speed is always Alfvénic
independent of the reconnection rate (as long as the rate does
not drop to zero). In fact, the presence of convecting bulges
discussed in the next section may suggest that the reconnection rate is modulated.
5.2

5
5.1

Discussions
Implication for continuous reconnection

In Sect. 3 we showed the repeated encounters with plasma
jets at the MP by the Cluster spacecraft over a period of 2 h.
The flow speed versus density profile (Fig. 4) indicated that
plasma jets were detected at all MP/outer BL crossings that
are resolved by the ion measurements. In Sect. 4, the Walén
test was performed to demonstrate that the jet velocity and
direction are consistent with reconnection. These findings
suggest that reconnection was operating continuously over a
period of 2 h.
However, because a single Cluster spacecraft only spent
a brief amount of time in the MP, one could not rule out

Traveling bulges: a consequence of variable reconnection rate?

In Sect. 3 we pointed out that most of the MP crossings in
the 2-h interval are partial crossings. This indicates that the
crossings are not caused by the inward-outward motion of a
uniformly thin MP/BL. Rather, they are caused by traveling
plasma blobs bulging into both the magnetosheath and the
magnetosphere. What process generates these blobs cannot
be deduced directly from the present observations. However
one can exclude the passage of magnetic islands with alternate X-points and O-points as an explanation, because the
flow jets do not reverse direction. Therefore, these blobs
are not generated by multiple X-line reconnection. A possible interpretation is that these blobs are the result of a
variable reconnection rate (e.g. Scholer, 1988), although the
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observational constraint is that this rate never drops to zero.
The important implication of such an interpretation is that
even when the IMF is extremely steady, the reconnection rate
may not be steady and the MP is not 1-D.
5.3

Stable X-line(s) versus random-and-patchy reconnection or convecting multiple X-lines

The persistence of the jet direction and its detection at every
MP implies that the reconnection site remains southward and
sunward of the spacecraft at all times. This finding would
be inconsistent with patchy and random reconnection where
the reconnection sites are small patches distributed over a
large range of latitudes and local times. It is also inconsistent
with convecting multiple X-lines which would have resulted
in reversals of plasma jets (in the magnetosheath bulk velocity frame). Because all the spacecraft were on the same side
of the reconnection site at all times, it is not possible to determine from the observations whether there is a single or
multiple X-lines south and sunward of the spacecraft nor the
precise stability of the reconnection site(s). However, it is
noted that both anti-parallel and component merging models
predict a single stable X-line in the Southern Hemisphere on
the dusk flank MP – more than 9 RE from the spacecraft –
for the present IMF (By <0) condition, which is consistent
with (1) the X-line always being below the spacecraft and
(2) the implied negative BN (from the postive Walén slope)
at the Cluster MP location. The agreement with either model
would imply that the large-scale reconnection configuration
is determined by the IMF, not by the local MP conditions.
5.4

Success of Walén test

In Sects. 4.2 and 4.3, we showed that the plasma velocity at
the MP is in close agreement with the reconnection prediction, despite the fact that the Walén analysis assumes 1-D
MP structures and the Cluster/HIA ion moments used in this
study are computed with the assumption that all ions are H+ .
Now we discuss the implications of this successful Walén
test.
In terms of the 1-D stationary structure, while the time
dependent nature of the MP is not known in this case, the
implied blobs (Sect. 5.2) would indicate a severe violation of
the 1-D assumption. The success of the Walén test thus suggests that the shear stress balance does not depend strongly
on the 1-D assumption.
In terms of the possible presence of heavy ions (O+ or
He++ ) that could affect the HIA ion moments and therefore the Walén test (Paschmann et al., 1986; Puhl-Quinn and
Scudder, 2000) the observed O+ number density is ∼2% of
the total density. At this low O+ density, the effect is negligible (Paschmann et al., 1986). This is consistent with the
successful Walén test for all events on this day.
The use of ions instead of electrons (which are better tied
to the magnetic field) in the HT and Walén analyses has been
invoked (Scudder et al., 1999) to explain the sub-Alfvénic
flows reported in previous studies (Paschmann et al., 1986;
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Phan et al., 1996). We note that in the present case, the
MP current density is of the order of 50 nA/m2 . This implies an ion-electron differential motion of ∼20 km/s, which
is small compared to the 200 km/s flow enhancements at the
MP. Since this MP current density value is rather typical
(Dunlop et al., 2002), the use of ions instead of electrons
is unlikely to be the source for previous sub-Alfvénic flow
cases.
Another interesting implication is that if either of the
large-scale component or anti-parallel merging models is
correct, the X-line on the dusk side of the magnetosphere
would be in the Southern Hemisphere, which means it is
more than 9 RE away from Cluster. However, the plasma jets
satisfy the Walén relation applied across the local MP. Thus,
this finding emphasizes the fact that most of the plasma transfer across the MP occurs over an extended region, far from
the X-line.
Finally, the plasma β (Fig. 2i) in the magnetosheath is near
unity and stable throughout the 2-h MP pass. Good agreement with the Walén relation at this β value is consistent
with the previous findings of Paschmann et al. (1986), Scurry
et al. (1994) and Phan et al. (1996). Why the flows should be
more Alfvénic at low β than at high β is not well understood.
5.5

Absence of D-shaped ion distributions in reconnection
jets

The existence of the D-shaped ion distributions at the MP,
a predicted kinetic effect of reconnection (Cowley, 1982),
had been reported in a number of studies (e.g. Gosling et
al., 1990; Fuselier et al., 1991; Smith and Rodgers, 1991;
Bauer et al., 1998; Phan et al., 2001). These distributions
have the predicted low-energy cutoff along a constant v// at
precisely the deHoffmann-Teller velocity. Their detections
provide quantitative evidence for reconnection which complement the observations of the fluid signatures of reconnection, namely the Alfvénic jets.
On occasion, both fluid and kinetic signatures of reconnection have been seen in the same events. However, in
a systematic survey of these signatures at the MP, Bauer
et al. (1998) found that more often than not, fluid signatures (Alfvénic flows) are observed without particle signatures (“D-shaped” ion distributions), and vice versa. This is
a surprising finding since one would expect all fluid and kinetic signatures to be present in any reconnection events.
In the present study we demonstrated the existence of
Alfvénic flows at all the MP crossings. One thus expects
to detect D-shaped ion distributions in the jets. We have examined every ion distribution measured in the jets and found
that, contrary to the expectation, none of the distributions displays the expected D-shape with low-energy cutoff at the HT
velocity. Examples are shown in Fig. 8, where we display
consecutive distributions measured during an MP crossing
from the magnetosheath into the MP. It is seen that the distributions in the MP jets (panels d–h) are nearly isotropic in
the bulk velocity frame, with no low-energy cutoffs at the HT
velocity (the black dot in all panels). This finding does not
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depend on the location within the MP/BL where the distributions are sampled. Phan et al. (2001) suggested that the Dshaped distributions are only present on the magnetosheath
edge of the MP because the plasma there had crossed the MP
locally. However, in this event the D-shape distributions are
absent across the entire MP.
The presence of the D-shaped distributions in some reconnection events (from previous reports) but not in others
is a mystery. Figure 9 displays a clear D-shaped distribution detected on 18 March 2002 by Cluster in a reconnection event poleward of the cusp during northward IMF (Phan
et al., 2003). One noted difference between the 26 January
2001 and 18 March 2002 events is that for the 18 March 2002
event, the jets (and the D-shaped) distributions were detected
relatively close to the X-line (since the X-line drifted past the
spacecraft), whereas in the present (26 January 2001) case,
the X-line is likely to be more than 9 RE away. Whether the
distance to the X-line is a determining factor remains to be
seen.
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The ion properties of the isolated FTE at 11:30 UT are simpresent.

ilar to those of partial MP crossings (which we interpreted comparison. The D-shape distribution, with the low-energ
as evidence for bulges) in terms of the density, temperature cutoff along a constant v// at the HT velocity, is clearly present.
and the presence of magnetospheric O+ . Flows in the FTE
2. Magnetospheric O+ are present in every plasma jet,
are directed in the same direction as the MP jets and satwith density similar to that in the magnetosphere. This
isfy the Walén relation. The magnetic field rotation across
is consistent with the interpretation of continuous rethe FTE is also similar to that at the MP. These similarities
connection where the reconnected field lines are freshly
suggest that this FTE is simply a partial crossing of the MP,
opened, as opposed to open field lines that linger after
and not an independent structure that convects along the MP.
the cessation of reconnection.
The one drastic difference is the strongly enhanced magnetic
field strength in the FTE (>50 nT) that is not present at the
3. The majority of the MP/BL crossings, both inbound and
MP crossings, indicating that the bulging associated with the
outbound, are partial crossings. This is not consistent
FTE is more severe (see also Paschmann et al., 1982).
with the simple inward-outward motion of a uniformly
thin MP/BL but indicates instead that the crossings are
caused by plasma blobs convecting along the MP. The
6 Summary
presence of the blobs could suggest that although reconnection seems to be continuous (i.e. never ceases), the
On 26 January 2001, the Cluster spacecraft encountered the
reconnection rate may be modulated.
high-latitude dusk flank MP/BL multiple times during a period of two hours. The crossings of these regions occurred
4. The jets are directed persistently in the same northward
under stable and negative IMF Bz and By , with Bx ∼0. The
and anti-sunward direction over the 2-h period. This immagnetosheath β was close to unity throughout the 2-h interplies that the reconnection site remained southward and
val. The key observations and interpretations can be summasunward of the spacecraft at all times. This finding is inrized as follows:
consistent with patchy and random reconnection where
1. Plasma jets were detected at all but one MP crossing.
the reconnection sites are small patches randomly disThe lone exception is a case where there were no meatributed over a large range of latitudes and local times
(Nishida et al., 1989). It is also inconsistent with consurements within the MP/outer BL. The jet speed and
vecting multiple X-lines (Shi et al., 1998) which would
direction at most of the MP crossings are in excellent
have resulted in reversals of plasma jets. It is noted that
agreement with the 1-D model of the reconnecting MP,
both anti-parallel and component merging models prewith an average Walén slope of 0.90. The Cluster spacedict a stable X-line in the Southern Hemisphere on the
craft spent a combined ∼1 h in the MP (in this 2-h pedusk flank MP – more than 9 RE from the spacecraft
riod) during which time the reconnection jets were ob– for the present IMF (By <0) condition which would
served by all spacecraft. We interpret these observations
be consistent with the observed fact that the X-line was
as evidence for continuous reconnection at the MP over
always below the spacecraft.
a period of 2 h.
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5. Reconnection signatures were observed at the MP
where the magnetic shear across the MP was ∼100◦
(i.e. far from the anti-parallel situation). However, this
should not be taken as evidence for component merging since it is the shear at the X-line, not at the local
MP, that matters. In this case, if either of the component or anti-parallel merging models is valid, the X-line
would be more than 9 RE away where the shear could
be substantially different from the local shear. Similarly, the fact that we observe reconnection signatures
in the Northern Hemisphere on the dusk flank for negative IMF By does not contradict the large-scale (component or anti-parallel merging) models which predict the
X-line location to be in the opposite (southern) hemisphere for this IMF orientation. This is because as long
as reconnection is initiated and remains active (at the Xline), the plasma transfer (and acceleration) occurs over
an extended region of the MP.
6. The observed plasma jet speed and direction agree with
the Walén relation to high precision, despite the fact that
the Walén analysis assumes 1-D MP structures while the
presence of blobs seem to indicate that this assumption
is severely violated. Thus, our finding suggests that the
results of the shear stress balance are not highly sensitive to the violation of the 1-D assumption.
7. The MP current density at these MP crossings is of the
order of 50 nA/m2 which is rather typical (Dunlop et
al., 2002). This translates to a differential electron-ion
motion of 20 km/s, compared to the 200 km/s flow acceleration. Thus, the effect of MP current on the HT
and Walén analyses is minimal.
8. Contrary to the kinetic prediction, none of the ion distributions observed in the present reconnection jets is
D-shaped (with low-energy cutoff along a constant v//
at the HT velocity). The reason for the occurrence
of D-shaped distributions in some reconnection events
(reported in previous studies) but not in others is not
known.
9. The electric field fluctuations at the reconnecting MP
are larger than in the magnetosheath proper, but their
amplitudes never exceed 20 mV/m. The EFW electric
field was sampled at 25 sample/s on this day. The absence of intense electric fields may be consistent with
the X-line being far away (more than 9 RE ) from the
local MP.
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